
The Command Agriculture Programme (CAP) has been
characterised by more failure as compared to success. CAP
has not achieved its written down agenda which is to
improve Zimbabwe’s food security. The programme has
been more of a ZANU-PF programme meant for the
ZANU-PF elite who have been the main beneficiaries of
inputs under CAP while the majority of Zimbabwe’s
population is food insecure. This has made it difficult for
CAP to meet its objectives as the political elite squander
inputs allocated for command agriculture and later fail to
pay back the CAP handouts.

The year 2020 has seen a population of 5.5 million in rural
Zimbabwe1 and a population of 2.2 million in urban areas
being food insecure2. CAP’s failure has been more evident
in the shortage of mealie-meal in supermarkets although the
Grain Marketing Board continue in denial. This has been
followed by series of international reports stipulating that the
majority of Zimbabweans are food insecure3.

1 Relief web. 01/2020. Zimbabwe situation report. Available at:
https://reliefweb.int/report/zimbabwe/zimbabwe-situation-report-4-january-21-20
20

2 World Food programme. Food insecurity in Zimbabwe. Available online at:
https://theowp.org/food-insecurity-in-zimbabwe/

3 See- Relief web. 01/2020. Zimbabwe situation report. Available at:
https://reliefweb.int/report/zimbabwe/zimbabwe-situation-report-4-january-21-20
20

ZDI’s recent report shows that despite subsidies in form of
CAP inputs, maize deliveries to the GMB have shown a
continuing declining trend from the quantity delivered in the
2016/2017 season going to the 2018/2019 season.4

A survey conducted in Harare and Bulawayo showed that
there is no mealie-meal available in most large
supermarkets like OK,TM, Pick and Pay and Gain since late
2019. Reports are that when the mealie-meal is supplied, it
does not stay in stores, citizens hoard and sell it in black
markets. Findings reveal that this is caused mostly by
shortage than price control.

Mealie-meal being sold in the streets of Bulawayo

Source: The Chronicle

See also-World Food programme. Food insecurity in Zimbabwe. Available
online at: https://theowp.org/food-insecurity-in-zimbabwe/

4 ZDI report Command Agriculture, Post Mugabe Authoritarian Consolidation, Zimbabwe’s
political moral hazard. Available at:
http://kubatana.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/ZDI-REPORT-FINAL-2020..pdf
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Interviewees said this is common in Bulawayo at Vegetable
market emaketi and in the down town streets on Harare
kumatuckshop. The mealie-meal is sold in cash and foreign
currency, promoting money laundering, which Mnangagwa’s
ally and common sponsor in CAP Kudakwashe Tagwirei
was once charged of.

In response to this, the government launched a mealie-meal
tracker on the the 19th of January 2020 in bid to address
commodity leakages to black market.5 This has been to no
avail, mealie-meal continue to be sold in black market while
supermarkets are short of mealie-meal.

Besides command agriculture’s failure to improve
Zimbabwe’s food security, the programme has been a
corruption breeding hub. It is against this background that
organisations like the ZIMCODD sort to advocate for
pro-poor agricultural policies through dialogue between
policy-makers and rural women smallholder farmers.
ZIMCODD found that there is still a long walk to delivering
the Vision 2030, given limited reforms being done.6
Interviews carried out by ZDI show that only a few
advantaged individuals benefit from the Command
Agriculture Programme7. This has been mostly based on

5 Sunday News, 19/01/2020/ Mealie meal tracker launched govt moves to
address commodity leakages to black market. Available online at:
https://www.sundaynews.co.zw/mealie-meal-tracker-launched-govt-moves-to-ad
dress-commodity-leakages-to-black-market/

6 ZIMCODD, 2019. Political economy: Command Agriculture the case of
Chusumbamnje and Checheche. Available online at:
http://www.zimcodd.org/political-economy-command-agriculture-case-chisumba
nje-and-checheche

7 ZDI Interviews, December 2019

political grounds. It is a pity that the poverty-stricken are
deprived of what can save them.

Zimbabwe’s domestic debt has ballooned by $3billion in the
last three years largely because of the billions that have
been poured into command agriculture through Treasury
Bills. The most reasonable explanation for the seemingly
accelerated debt accumulation has been that farmers have
failed to repay funds availed under the CAP.

Source: International Monetary Fund, 2019

Professor Jonathan Moyo’s assertion on “ugly culture” has
been proven to be true given the recent revelations from the
case of Vice President Chiwenga, accusing his wife, Mary
Mubaiwa of attempted murder, money laundering and
witchcraft. The case revealed that the VP received a Toyota
Lexus and a Mercedes Benz E350 from Tagwirei, one of
which being for supervising the Command Agriculture
Scheme. The Newsday revealed that the President, ED

Mnangagwa, the two vice presidents and other top
government officials and their wives were given expensive
cars for the supervision of command agriculture.8 The cars
were given by the fuel tycoon, Kuda Tagwirei. To note is
that in October 2019, Tagwirei was allegedly charged of
money laundering by the Zimbabwe Anti Corruption
Commission, however, the case was unheeded by the
commission.

Will the new baby, Smart Agriculture, revive Command
Agriculture and allow it to fulfil its proposed agenda? What
have been hindering Command Agriculture from achieving
its agenda are leaders squandering CAP funds for their own
purposes. The re-branding of Command Agriculture to
Smart Agriculture has been a way to cover the corruption of
the ZANU-PF elite in running CAP.

The government of Zimbabwe even during the Mugabe
regime has not allowed independent bodies to spearhead
CAP. The committees comprise of the current ZANU-PF
members, retired security personnel and war
veterans. Thus, the programme has been subject to debate
and speculation resulting in most farmers associating the
program to a ZANU-PF elitist initiative.9

8Newsday 29/10//2018. Fuel mogul spoils ED, Chiwenga. Available at:
https://www.newsday.co.zw/2018/10/fuel-mogul-spoils-ed-chiwenga/

9 Newsday, 2019. Government officialss roasted over us3.2 billion. Available at:
https://www.newsday.co.zw/2019/08/govt-officials-roasted-over-us32bn-command-agric-loot/
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The re-branding of CAP would mean branding both in name
and in implementation. Smart Agriculture is still the same
corrupt Command Agriculture. Minister Perrence Shiri has
said in various occasions that Smart Agriculture encourages
farmers to plant drought-tolerant seeds and adopt new
farming methods and technologies as a way to combat
climate change. Smart Agriculture has also been introduced
as a way to encourage farmers to pay back loans as they
receive funds directly from banks.10 This would have been
an improvement from Command Agriculture, however, to
date the government have done nothing to assist farmers
with drought-tolerant seeds and technological farming
equipment to combat climate change, leaving farmers with
no choice but to plant raw seeds from the last farming
season.

In January 2020, the Ministry of Information, Publicity and
Broadcasting Services tweeted that the new ‘Smart

10 Herald, 2019. Time to invest in smart agriculture. Available
online at:
https://www.herald.co.zw/time-to-invest-in-smart-agriculture/

Agriculture’ was being well implemented given the new
beneficiary contracts. This received negative response as
most farmers have not received inputs for the 2019/2020
farming season to date.

CAP has been questioned when it comes to issues of
transparency and accountability for example the $3.2 billion
which went missing without being accounted for. This has
not been addressed even in this new Smart Agriculture.This
has seen the programme not achieving its written down, in
black and white vision which is to be the leading exporter of
maize in the Southern region.

Low rainfall is still mentioned as one of the causal factors
leading to a decline in maize deliveries to GMB. To note is
that the government introduced command agriculture in
order to mitigate shortage of maize as a result of climate
change. According to Statutory instrument (SI) 079 of 2017,
the programme targets farmers with irrigation systems and
those near water bodies. With the sole blame on climate
change, we are then left to question the real purpose of
Command Agriculture.

In order to curb effects of climate change and cater for most
rural farmers, the government can improve irrigation
systems and venture into more reliable technological
system. This will ensure that changes are not merely in
name and less in implementation and performance.

Smart Agriculture was first introduced in America and later
in West Africa to reduce poor harvests due to natural
disasters and the sustainable results have been produced.
This has been due to factoring technological determinants.

Lessons can be drawn from countries such as Southern
California which have employed smart agriculture in order to
cab the effects of low rainfall. In California, farmers place
sensors around avocado trees to measure water levels. The
sensors connect to sprinkler systems that treat the thirsty
trees as required. The water shuts off at the right times to
avoid waste.11 This has made California to be the leading
supplier of avocados across the globe.

Another example can be drawn from China, the country
invented a strawberry greenhouse equipped with
technology. This has increased production by more than
100%, at the same time shortening the time to market by
nearly three weeks.12 Zimbabwe might not be a specialist
in growing avocados or strawberries but lessons can be
drawn on embarking on smart technologies to improve
productivity and profitability.

Israel is also another country that has managed to feed
millions and be ranked one of the countries which are food
secure. This has been possible through the use of
technological farming methods. Israel has been utilising
Drip irrigation, Crop X censor, Taranis app and the
Tevatronic censor to combat climate change, save water
during irrigation and at the same time ensure sustainable
productivity. A Crop X censor can be of use in Zimbabwe as
it does not only notify farmers about the amount of water,

11 Ubidots, Agriculture , smart farming. Available at:
https://ubidots.com/blog/agriculture-smart-farming/

12 QSMA, 2019, China mobile, case study. Available at:
https://www.gsma.com/iot/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/China-Mobile-Case-Stud
y-BC.pdf
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fertiliser and pesticide necessary in each plot at specific
times, but can control the irrigation system consequently,
thus increasing crop yield and reducing water, fertilisation
and energy costs.13 The loophole with our Smart
Agriculture is lack of technological aspects, however, these
could have been addressed with the billions being
squandered in CAP with barely no results.

Crop X censor

Source: ISRAEL21C

13 Israel21C, Israel precision age technologies making farms
smarter. Available at:
https://www.israel21c.org/5-israeli-precision-ag-technologies-making-farm
s-smarter/

Research by the ZDI has shown that Command Agriculture
is more than just an economic boosting project as it has not
started to boost the economy but rather it has exacerbated
domestic debt and spending.14 The programme seems to
be giving more profit as an authoritarian consolidation
project than an economic growth consolidation project.
Through the CAP, the authoritarian system is busy rigging
the electoral environment years ahead of the election. Thus,
in order for CAP to achieve its main intended purpose, there
is need to shift focus and eliminate corruption culprits.

The government of Zimbabwe can revive the Command
Agriculture programme by investing in smart-climate
agriculture. Smart-climate agriculture can be defined as “an
approach that helps to guide actions needed to transform
and reorient agricultural systems to effectively ensure food
security in a changing climate.”15 Smart-climate agriculture
can be made effective through the use of technological
systems hence to improve food security in Zimbabwe, at the
same time cabbing corruption, the government should
invest more in technology.

14 ZDI report, January, 2020

15 FAO, 2019, Climate- Smart agriculture. Available at:
http://www.fao.org/climate-smart-agriculture/en/

Just like the Mugabe regime which saw ZANU-PF elite
looting farms from the white commercial farmers during the
Fast Track Land Reform programme of 2001, the
Mnangagwa regime has continued to loot farms from its
former members labelled G4O members.16 This is likely to
be seen as a bad move by potential investors as it reflects
the ruling ZANU-PF as a conferrer and a looter at its
convenience.

Looking back from when the programme was first
introduced in the 2016/2017 farming season, food insecurity
continues to escalate further despite the use of billions of
taxpayer’s money in CAP. Surely mere Command
Agriculture can not save Zimbabwe from poverty, there is a
need for our leaders to strategise, cab corruption and
welcome new technological developments. The government
must note that times are moving, the world is now full of
technological advancements hence programmes must also
be technologically branded to ensure sustainable results.
Thus, ZDI lists some of the advocacy and programming
action points that are germane to revamping the CAP,
protecting taxpayers’ interests and to ensuring that it
responds to the pressing food insecurity pressure in the
nation:

16 The independent , 2020, Mnangagwa launches fresh onslaught on political rivals,.
Available at:
https://www.theindependent.co.zw/2020/01/17/mnangagwa-launches-fresh-onslaught-on-pol
itical-rivals/

Conclusion and Recommendations

Outcomes, 2020 going forward
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 There is a need to look closer and adopt Smart-
Climate agriculture.

 There is a need to invest more in technology
especially to ensure sustainable results.The
government can invest in the Crop X censor.

 There is need to educate farmers on the importance
of technology in agriculture.

 Need for the programme to be headed by politically
independent bodies.

 The government should desist from using the military
as a tool to discourage opposition from benefiting in
government programmes.

 There is need for monitoring and evaluation of the
programme including citizen oversight.

 Need to audit the intersection between CAP and
electoral fraud, patronage and institute advocacy
around this intersection.

 Civil society should hold awareness campaigns to
educate farmers on the expectations of CAP,
challenges and implications.

 There is a need to enlighten farmers on their human
rights in regards to CAP and other government
farming programmes.

 There is a need to keep the government in check to
avoid further abuse of funds.
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